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Abstract: A Self-Learning-Based Decision Support System (DSS) is being 
developed for Beijing city in China. The inspiration is to be able to propose a best 
suitable measures for a given (either recurrent or non-recurrent) traffic situation, 
and to apply it to a real-life traffic management. A major concern is to be able to 
quickly recognise problems and recommend/retrieve corresponding solutions. To 
achieve this, 3 major steps are being followed: (1) a matching rule enables to 
propose a robust solution, against a problem; (2) further search continues to 
identify a most likely scenario that has been successfully executed before; and (3) 
most successful scenarios can be prepared offline and stored to a relational 
database after being tested. This paper proposes a novel self-learning approach 
using conjointly expert knowledge-based choice and case-based reasoning. Key 
aspects to support such process include: (a) problem identification that is based 
on a mesoscopic large-scale network dynamic simulation; and (b) measure 
evaluation that can be performed according to performance indictors. Effective 
scenarios (measure to problem) are stored into KBEST (knowledge-based expert 
system) and made available for offline and online calls. An implementation of 
such system to incident management is foreseen and being designed. 

1. Introduction 
The success of ITS deployment depends on the availability of advanced traffic analysis 
tools to predict network conditions and to analyse network performance in the planning and 
operational stages. Many ITS sub-systems, especially, Advanced Traffic Management 
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Systems (ATMS), Advanced Traveller Information Systems (ATIS), and Emergency 
Management Systems (EMS), depend on the availability of timely and accurate wide-area 
estimates of prevailing and emerging traffic conditions. Thus, there is a strong need for a 
Traffic Estimation and Prediction System to meet the information requirements of these 
sub-systems and to aid in the evaluation of ITS traffic management and information 
strategies.  

However it is still a complicated task for traffic control centre operator and traffic 
management practitioners to interpret monitoring data and to pose the diagnosis to an 
observed problem, due to complex interactions between measurements, and lack of insight 
into network dynamics, in particular when facing non-recurrent situations. It is beneficial 
for traffic management to provide a decision support tool to these personnel in order for 
them to able to select an effective measure to a given problem. 

Various approaches have been tried and tested, which include rule-based and case-based 
reasoning, using either artificial intelligence (AI) or expert-based system (Ritchie, 1990). It 
is still not possible to handle large and complex network in urban area. Major difficulty 
resides in the fact that a specific and real problem at a given location in a large network is 
hardly easy to be represented and prompted to a readily available solution. 

This paper suggests a self-learning approach, which recognises that a solution may not 
be available to a specific problem but a most likely one may be recommended when 
experienced successful cases are registered into a relational database. The more are the 
successful cases, the more efficient the system performs. But it is the restriction also that 
case should remain sufficiently robust, so that both generic characteristics of cases and 
efficient operation of the system can be achieved in balance.  

The paper will address further issues in problem recognition, solution matching as well 
as knowledge database expansion.  

Ongoing development in a large metropolitan city, Beijing, China, will also be 
presented (Chen et al., 2000-2005). 

2. Methodology 
The inspiration is to be able to propose a best suitable solution to a given (either recurrent 
or non-recurrent) traffic problem, and to apply it to a real-life traffic management. This 
problem-driving approach requires a fast diagnosis of problems and quick 
recommendation/retrieval of corresponding solutions.  

Decision support systems for traffic management can be distinguished in: 
1. Rule based systems, where knowledge stored in structured databases, decision rules 

(if … then …) and procedures, is augmented with real-time monitoring data. The 
system can reason about the meaning and consequences of the monitoring data and 
draw conclusions about the cause of a traffic problem (diagnosis) and the best 
measures (remedy). These rule-based systems may be made probabilistic 
(conclusions are drawn with a certain probability) or fuzzy (a diagnosis or remedy 
are given as membership to certain sharply defined states). 

2. Case-based systems, where an a-priori database is made of situations with traffic 
conditions and control measures (scenarios). These scenarios are evaluated with 
respect to certain objective functions. After the occurrence of a traffic situation, a 
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match is made between the real situation and the cases in the database. The case 
that has the best match with the real situation and gives the best performance with 
respect to a chosen objective, is selected and the measures of the scenario are 
recommended (Hegyi et al. 2000, 2001, Hoogendoorn and De Schutter 2003). 

3. Real-time simulation, where a simulation runs parallel to the real traffic. 
Monitoring data are used to adapt the simulation to the real situation. The 
simulation program can run faster than real time and the operator can investigate 
what will happen in the future if he takes a measure (Mahmassani 2004). 

In this paper a mixture of these approaches is followed. Three major steps are being 
followed in the proposed DSS:  

• a matching rule enables to recognize a problem and to propose a robust solution – 
i.e. an approach like the rule-based DSS;  

• further search continues to identify a most likely scenario that has been successfully 
executed before – the case based approach; and  

• successful scenarios for traffic situations that have not been analyzed before, can be 
prepared offline and stored to a relational database after being tested.  

These three steps are closely linked to each other and are complementary in its function. 
In the case that no suitable scenarios are found, a further analysis is needed. The monitoring 
data are stored for further off-line search for a suitable new control scenario.  

1.1 Establishing a learning-based mechanism  
This consists of the following major steps: 

• A rule-based robust choice approach, 
• A case-based reasoning for most likely scenario, 
• The development of new scenarios if necessary. 

This combination would be able to combine both existing experts’ knowledge of best 
practices, simulation-based scenarios and new knowledge. 
A rule-based robust choice approach 
A rule-based approach is similar to the current approach in a traffic control centre, where an 
operator follows a manual and selects procedures/measures to implement. The Table 1 
gives an example. 

However this is not a replication of an operator’s manual. It is a robust entrance to a 
more detailed case-based reasoning, which will be discussed next. This is to help structure 
complex process, and avoid considering all kinds of technical and physical possibilities  

Again this step focuses on the desired traffic situation and proposed method to achieve 
it. The question of exactly what to use to achieve the targeted level will be answered by 
case-based measures. 
A Case-based reasoning for most likely scenarios 
Based on a previous rule-based approach, a robust solution is suggested. This solution 
needs to become a concrete measure to implement and to be operational.  

There would not be a specific measure to a given problem that could happen at 
anywhere in the network at any moment. There is however a most likely, based on the 
following: 
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• Knowledge-based expert system database (KBEST) 
• Most likely pattern matching, based on likelihood probability 

The KBEST is filled in by historical and simulated cases, which will be the topic for the 
next paragraph. 

The pattern matching is based on likelihood of comparing cases. A short description is 
given below, following (Hegyi et al. 2000, 2001).  

Figure 1 illustrates the way in which similarity is determined. In this example, triangular 
membership functions have been chosen with a very small overlap. Furthermore, the 
membership functions do not have the same shape.  

Figure 1. Example of triangular membership functions 

Let the input vector )( jXX =  summarize all the elements of the case for a sub-network j. 
For all elements, the membership ci,µ  (or similarity) relative to case c (current situation in 
Figure 1) can be determined. Considering all elements of the input vector X , the similarity 
of case c can be determined by taking the mean over the similarities of elements i:  
 )}({)(

, iciic XmeanX µλ =  (1)  
The predictions of the output )( jY  can be determined easily by considering the output or 
antecedent part )( j

cY  of the cases c: 

 

Density subnetwork j  

Case 2 

28 veh /km 

Case 1 

3 veh /km 

Case 4 

127  veh /km 

Case 3 

12 veh /km 

External traffic demand into subnetwork j 

Case 2 

1800  veh /u 

Case 1 

300  veh /u 

Case 4 

2200  veh /u 

Case 3 

500  veh /u 

Case 2 
Case 4 

Case 2 

Current 
situation 

Current 
situation 

Membership 

Membership 
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where )( j
cY  denotes the predicted conditions in sub-network j as indicated in case c.  

1.2 Building a relational database of scenarios 
A learning-based mechanism requires that following actions be observed: 

• Rule-based approach to provide a robust first suggestion with service to problem 
• Case-based reasoning to approximate a more specific measure under the category 

service 
The rule-based approach provides a robust and overall first level suggestion. This is 

based mainly on operators and practitioner’s experiences. Table 1 is an example.  
Bottleneck (network) Services Expected impact 
for relatively minor 
bottlenecks 

�       Traffic flow control for smoothing the traffic flow to 
create a calmer traffic situation 

  � Speed limit enforcement   
  � Smooth traffic   

  � Facilitate joining traffic    
  � Raise attention level   

for congested situation �       Traffic flow 
redistribution 

for spreading out traffic when 
alternative routes available 

  � Route selection control   

for large bottleneck with 
capacity problem 

�       Traffic demand 
control 

for diverting traffic and restricting 
incoming traffic and promoting 
outgoing one 

  � Traffic diversion   

  � Inflow restriction   

  � Promote inflow and 
outflow  

  

  � Traffic buffering   

  � Reduce traffic demand   

Table 1. From Bottleneck to Service. 
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From such services to more specific measures is a process where most efforts need to 
input. It consists of building up a KBEST, where historical and simulation-based evaluation 
need to be performed to filled in the dat 

A dynamic traffic measure (Chen et al., 2004) is an action that produces signals to 
control traffic behaviour by informing, recommending, warning, facilitating, or enforcing. 
The measures are derived from services. Here are some correspondences between service 
and measure, Table 2. 
 (network) Services   Measures  
 Traffic flow control      
       
 1.1 Speed control  3.3 Blanket speed limit (regional)  
    3.4 Move on  
    3.10 Dynamic speed limits  
     3.11 Semi-static speed limits  
 Traffic demand control      
       
 3.1 Traffic diversion  1.7 Adaptable road signs  
    3.1 Major blocking/prioritization  
     3.2 Close off and divert  

Table 2. From Service to Measure (partial) 

Further the measure will have also a location and time indication, so that 
implementation can take place. 

3. Scenario Analysis and Generation  
To store effective scenarios (measure to problem) into KBEST and made available for 
offline and online calls, two sources are used: historical and simulated cases. 

Key aspects to support such process include: (a) problem identification based on a fuzzy 
matching procedure; and (b) measure evaluation that can be performed according to 
performance indictors evaluated by a mesoscopic large-scale network dynamic simulation.  

A mesoscopic dynamic traffic simulation model is used to incorporate major traffic 
elements together and simulates their interactions. These elements include traffic network, 
traffic demand (vehicles), traffic control, and network-wide traffic control strategy. The 
dynamic simulation is based on Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) technology. 

DTA model has the following characteristics: 
• Dynamic simulation: time-step to 6 seconds (OD-time slices may be further to 

minutes) 
• Individual vehicles 
• Traffic control: coordinated control/split, offset 
• VMS, Ramp-metering 
• Road work, incidents 
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• Guidance: travellers information such as speed signs and VMS, etc. 
• Network size: major roads within and including Beijing 5th ring  
• Number of vehicles: 1.5 million within the 5th ring 
DTA evaluates a measure to a given problem with respect to certain objectives and 

determines whether it is the good scenario in a given circumstance. And this can be 
performed specifically for all recommended measures to all identified problems. More 
interesting is that it can be done offline to prepare the KBEST and using the expert 
experiences for matching measure to problem. 

A successful evaluation gives us a good case to store effective scenarios into KBEST, 
which can be called later on by real-case operations. Here the case-based reasoning comes 
into force: 

• Check further whether there are cases available in KBEST; this includes checking 
the availability of a specific measure in the given area; 

• If available, select or update the case, based on the maximum likelihood of cases. 
This is where KBEST is filled in and updated. 

The key for selection and retrieval of scenarios is the Characterisation of Scenarios, 
which is mainly based on traffic patterns established on flow, speed, travel time at given 
locations/areas or between defined OD pairs. 

How quick a scenario can be recommended to an online operation depends largely on 
the size of cases in KBEST and how fast the matching procedure runs. 

Scenario Analysis & Generation System (SAGES) allows users to customize with the 
DSS system and to learn how to identify major traffic problems and what impact a traffic 
management measure or control scheme has on the network traffic. 

4. Application Case 
At the moment the complete DSS is being implemented for Beijing and for large urban area 
(5th ring road and inside). As a concrete application, DSS recommends also scenarios to an 
incident management, which is foreseen and being designed for north part of the city.  

Among others, the complexity of the DSS includes also the large network, mixed traffic 
and large number of vehicles, as well as control plan, road layout and route guidance, 
which makes a pattern-match of a scenario to a problem a huge challenge. More application 
results will be reported. 

5. Concluding Remarks 
A large and unprecedented DSS is being implemented in Beijing for a large urban network 
with huge amount of mixed traffic. A self-learning mechanism is being implemented in the 
decision support process, which is based on best practice and case-based reasoning. Key is 
to prepare effective scenarios by historical and simulated cases, and then to store and 
retrieve these scenarios into KBEST for further use. KBEST provides background for case-
based selection. More findings will be reported in the full paper. 
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